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In the Flow

A message from our
Senior Vice President and
Procurement Officer
Welcome to our Summer 2018 installment of In the Flow!
We are pleased to provide you our latest community outreach
initiatives at a number of our subsidiaries as well as innovation
in operations to further demonstrate tangible benefits we
have provided on behalf of our Military Service customers. We
remain committed to providing fence-to-fence energy resilience
within existing installation budgets while enhancing their
mission through our commitment to providing safe, efficient,
innovative and reliable water and wastewater solutions.

Partnership through teamwork and clear communication
matters.

On July 1st, our subsidiary, Fort Riley Utility Services, Inc.,
commenced the UP contract for the water distribution,
wastewater collection and treatment facilities at Fort Riley, KS.
The professionalism, dedication, and hard work ethic exhibited
by our employees and our Government counterparts at Fort Riley
has been exemplary. We are pleased to have this enduring Army
installation as a pillar to our service portfolio. ASUS has been deeply
involved with UP from its inception and one thing remains clear:

THE PERFORMANCE AND SECURITY OF WATER
AND SEWER UNDERGROUND UTILITIES IS VITAL
TO THE QUALITY OF LIFE FOR THE MILITARY SO
THAT THE FOCUS CAN REMAIN ON WARFIGHTER
LETHALITY AT THE SPEED OF RELEVANCE.
Reliability and security, along with alternate and redundant
sources of supply, are vitally important with respect
to water—especially since, it is the only utility directly
consumed by humans. To this end, we remain committed
to proudly implementing and operating smart infrastructure
systems that create efficiencies. We believe that every time
we use the ASUS name, we create a promise; a promise to
our customers, those we serve, each other, and our country.
In closing, I want to take this time to remember that many Americans in the Military Services remain deployed across
the globe defending freedom. I would like to express our extreme appreciation and gratitude for their efforts and
those of their families that remain home.
ALONG WITH OUR GOVERNMENT COUNTERPARTS, WE PROVIDE AN IMPORTANT SERVICE TO SERVING THOSE
THAT SERVE OUR ARMED FORCES.
On behalf of the professional men and women employed by American States Utility Services, Inc., we wish you a safe
and enjoyable summer season and look forward to continuing to provide excellent water and wastewater services at
our existing and future Military installations. 								
Jim Cotton
Senior Vice President and Procurement Officer

SPOTLIGHT: PROMOTIONS
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It is our great pleasure to announce the promotion of Gabriel ‘Gabe’ Willis to Vice President of
Strategic Business Development. Gabe’s career advancement has been a progressive growth
since joining ASUS in 2010, joining in the capacity of Senior Special Projects Analyst with
subsequent promotions to Manager of Special Projects, and then as Director of Strategic
Business Development. Since that time, Gabe has been instrumental in addressing and
equitably resolving a number of contract-related issues and developing a robust proposal
development process. Displaying his vast leadership and strategic business skills throughout,
Gabe sets the bar for hard work and dedication to his role at ASUS. Most recently, Gabe
has been highly influential in company growth by playing a key role in winning the
privatizations of Eglin AFB and Fort Riley, two of the largest military installations in the nation.
It is our great pleasure to announce the promotion of Ms. Susan Miller to Director of Operations
in ASUS’ Mid–Atlantic Region. In this new role, Susan will continue to oversee, the contracts at
Fort Bragg, NC, Fort Jackson, SC and the TRADOC bases in Virginia. Additionally, she will maintain
direct oversight over the Company’s programs with Environmental Health & Safety, Cityworks
and the centralized vehicle purchase and fleet maintenance.
The newly formed Mid-Atlantic Region is the next step in the Company’s growth strategy as we
assimilate new bases and posture for additional growth in the future. With growth expectations
expected to take us to nearly 300 employees by the end of 2018, the time has come to build out
regional hubs of excellence. The company’s growth is dependent on the contribution from each
of us. It is clear that Susan’s contributions hallmark her philosophy of providing the greatest good
to the greatest many.
It is our great pleasure to announce the promotion of Mr. Adam Loughman to Utility Manager
at ONUS. In this new role, Adam will continue to oversee the Fort Bragg contract. Adam
joined ONUS at contract start as a Utility Technician. Since joining the company, he has been
promoted to Lead, to Superintendent, to Assistant Utility Manager and now to Manager. Adam
has successfully managed several high visibility emergencies, assisted with the transition of
Eglin and Riley and negotiated asset transfers with our client.
We are very proud of Adam’s accomplishments and the positive relationships he has built
with our client and internal to ASUS. On behalf of the ASUS leadership team, please join us in
congratulating Adam on his new position.

ASUS would like to welcome Emily Stewart to our ONUS team. Emily is the
new ASUS Environmental, Health and Safety Manager at Ft. Bragg. She comes
to us with an impressive career,
in both government and private sector
experience. We are excited to have her on-board and look forward to her
leadership, skills and knowledge as we continue our pursuit as the leader in UP.
Emily has a background in biochemistry, environmental science and engineering.
Prior to joining ASUS; Emily worked with the government in Environmental, Utilities
and Energy, and Master Planning Divisions at the DPW’s of both Fort Polk and Fort
Bragg. She was (respectively) responsible for waste disposal and treatment, storm
water, air quality, and hazardous waste programs; oversaw all utility privatization
contracts for the installation, including Natural Gas, Electric, Water, and Wastewater; and
oversaw planning and zoning acts for all military construction at the installation level.
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FORT RILEY TRANSITION
In October of 2017, the transition of Ft. Riley installation began.
This process commenced over a period of nine months at
which a successful Joint Inventory was conducted to provide
a GIS (Geographic Information System) of all assets, hiring
of operations and maintnence staff, and the establishment
of all compliance articles and requirements. July 1, 2018,
ASUS assumed the operation, maintenance and construction
management of the water distribution, wastewater collection
and treatment facilities at Fort Riley, Kansas. These Systems
are now managed through ASUS’ subsidiary, Fort Riley Utility
Services, Inc.

We are proud to now serve 11 Military Bases
in the United States, Including four of the
largest military installations: Fort Bragg,
Fort Bliss, Eglin Air Force Base, and now Fort
Riley.

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
Last year, ASUS deployed Cityworks as its company
wide Computerized Maintenance Management
System (CMMS) software solution. Since then, the
ASUS GIS Team has been working hard to integrate
the massive amounts of data that Cityworks collects
on a daily basis and use it to create custom and
effective tools for the different departments around
the Company. The team has been able to generate
heat maps from service calls to help its Capital
Team pinpoint problem areas within the system to
help refocus R&R efforts to areas that are in greater
need of replacement. Active construction project
mapping is helping other Groups such as EHS to
help easily identify the ongoing construction on an installation while providing valuable
project intel and status updates. ASUS’ Operational Superintendents and Zone Leads are
getting real-time updates on their team’s ongoing work and can now see progress visually
to more effectively plan their work and target known problem areas.

In the Flow
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INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
ASUS focuses on ways to become more strategic and efficient when it comes to costs savings
and new innovation. In addition to innovation opportunities, ASUS is also committed to efforts
focused in energy-security.

IOREX PIPE SOLUTION

IOREX is an innovative, zero-power, self-operating, and
energy-neutral water and pipe treatment system that
effectively removes and prevents rust and scale by instantly
ionizing water as it passes through a water supply system.
It utilizes the flow of water to clean and maintain pipes. It
also removes and prevents biofilm, and kills any bacteria
present in the water. IOREX is a natural and environmentally
friendly water treatment system that is simple to install and
easy to use. When water passes through IOREX, it generates
static electricity due to friction on the contact surface. When
the electric charge of the static electricity level becomes
high, water molecules are ionized by discharging electrons.
Water is ionized as it passes through the electrostatic
field, which is formed by the motion of those electrons.

Primary benefits of the IOREX
include, but are not limited to:

Ultimately, IOREX converts simple water into ionized
water via the charging effect, and subsequently cleaning
and maintaining the water system. IOREX avoids the
costliness of pipe lining or replacement and reduces
the need for chemical treatments, labor, descaling and
corrosion inhibitors. Installation is easy and can be done
within just a few hours. This system does not require any
specialized maintenance. It is a semi-permanent product
that can be used for approximately twenty years, and can
be installed on any size pipe from 1/2” to 36”. Compared to
typical methods that can take months of labor and require
invasive work and extensive costs, IOREX saves energy,
reduces maintenance costs, contributes to environmental
protection, and lengthens the life of pipes and water systems.

IOREX is energy-neutral and does not require
an external power source to operate, so there
are no hidden costs associated with IOREX

• Chemical corrosion inhibitors: Once IOREX is

installed, there is no longer a need to use any
kind of corrosion inhibitors. Comparison data
shows, between using corrosion inhibitors and
only using IOREX, the system exhibited far better
• Heating cost: By improving heat transfer efficiency

through reducing scale and rust build-up, savings
amount to between 1-5% of energy consumption
• Energy: Unlike other water system products,

• Future pipe repair & replacement: IOREX

can dramatically extend the lifespan of
water pipes and alleviate pinhole leaks.

• Bacteria eliminator: It sterilizes water by breaking

down the cell wall of bacteria (including Legionella
bacteria) and therefore makes water safer
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INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
Sewer Line Rapid Assesment Tool (SL-RAT)
The SL-RAT, developed by an Innovative
Acoustic Inspection Technology™ company,
InfoSense, Inc., is a portable pipeline acoustic
assessment tool that provides a sewer line
blockage assessment in less than three minutes.
The SL-RAT utilizes acoustic technology to
quickly assess the degree of blockage in a sewer
line. The SL-RAT performs that assessment by
making use of the similarities between water
and sound transmission through a sewer line
segment in order to diagnose the extent of a
pipe’s blockage. The device is comprised of two
main components, a transmitter, providing the
active acoustic transmission through the pipe,

and a receiver, providing the microphone and
signal processing capabilities to interpret the
received acoustic signal. The SL-RAT provides
a pipe assessment scale from zero to ten (0 –
10), with a ten (10) assessment indicating no
significant obstructions within the pipe, and a
zero (0) assessment indicating a full pipe sag,
or a single to multiple obstructions within
the pipe reaching or nearly reaching the flow.
Additionally, each SL-RAT component is equipped
with GPS and the ability to communicate
between the transmitter and receiver via radio
frequency, therefore enabling data labeling,
data registration, and test validation capabilities.

Primary benefits of the SL-RAT include, but are not limited to:
• Cost-effective and time-saving pipe assessment tool
• Promotes optimized sewer cleaning efforts

• Non-invasive: No flow contact and no confined space entry
• GIS integration capable

• Aids in the prevention of developing system blockages

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
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Kupferle Eclipse Genesis #9800i Intelligent Flushing
The Kupferle Eclipse i-Series model #9800i-Genesis is
the newest intelligent flushing & monitoring stations
to maintain safe residual levels and remove possible
disinfections byproducts from water. This permanently
installed station incorporates a built-in chlorine analyzer
to measure and record disinfectant residual levels based
on a programmed sampling schedule, which minimizes
water waste. The unit will then operate under these
parameters and will flush when residuals are below
the minimum programmed levels and flush only the
exact amount of water needed until desired residuals
are achieved. All residual and flushing data is recorded
and can be transferred to Microsoft Excel via a memory
card or can be transmitted using a SCADA system.
The thermal enclosure’s insulation is equipped with a
high efficiency fan/heater and multiple thermostats. The
unit is self-powered by the incorporated water turbine
and battery bank. Therefore, no outside power source
required. The unit uses the flushed water to run the
turbine, which charges the batteries that provide power
to the analytical equipment. Additional analyzers and
sensors can be incorporated including, but not limited to:
temperature, pH, psi, turbidity, conductivity and oxidationreduction potential. The unit is fully maintainable from
above ground. Chlorine analyzers comply with the EPA
standards, which define methods suitable for use in online chlorine residual monitoring for reporting purposes.
ASUS recently completed the installation of a new Eclipse
Genesis, and is currently in the process of monitoring the
unit and recording data with the goal of demonstrating
a water savings to the government in the near future.

Primary benefits of Kupferle Eclipse Genesis include, but are not limited to:
• Time and energy saving: Automatic, self-powered and self-regulating capabilities
• Water saving: Approved by the USEPA for water conservation
Additional water monitoring capabilities: temperature, psi, pH, turbidity, conductivity and
oxidation-reduction potential.
•
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INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
Neutral Output Discharge Elimination System (NO-DES)
The NO-DES flushing method is an environmentally friendly alternative to conventional water main
flushing designed to significantly reduce water commodity loss, improve water quality while avoiding
unnecessary water waste and following all AWWA Standards that are required for water main flushing.
The mobile NO-DES system becomes a temporary loop in the distribution system through which the
water is circulated within the NO-DES unit, passing through the multi-filtration system to remove
particles and add disinfectant. The water is continually circulated through the filters until the water is
clean and turbidity targets are achieved.
The implementation of NO-DES improves water quality and integrity of system assets, conserves water
and energy, and derives more precise data about the system’s water and infrastructure. NO-DES flushing
helps conserve treated potable drinking water and the costs associated with pumping, treating, and
flushing that water.

Primary benefits of the NO-DES include,
but are not limited to:
• Elimination of water waste associated with conventional
flushing and conservation of water supply
• Ability to add disinfection to all sections of the
distribution system, including dead ends, in systems
using both chlorine and chloramines
• Removal of bio-films and elimination of nitrification
issues; aids in the reduction of disinfection by-products
• Diagnostic tools to provide the ability to identify

issues hidden in the distribution system
• Controlled flow and reduced damage to distribution
system – no water hammer, pipe/lining erosion.

• Improved water quality
• Elimination of potential NPDESrelated issues

• No customer interruptions

In the Flow
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ASUS SERVES THOSE WHO SERVE
By volunteering at multiple community events across the country, ASUS is making another
outstanding effort to fulfill its mission of Serving Those Who Serve®. Through each of our subsidiary
locations, we strive to be involved in the communities we serve. ASUS has volunteered with multiple
organizations, all of which support the mission of extending care, gratitude, and honor to those who serve.

ASUS was honored to partner with Operation Gratitude
to assemble care kits for those who serve our nation.
We assembled 670 care kits that will be sent to Soldiers,
Sailors, Airmen, Marines, and Coast Guardsmen deployed
overseas, to their children left behind, and to First
Responders, New Recruits, Veterans, Wounded Heroes,
and their Care Givers.

A Flag For Every Hero
Memorial Day is for remembering and honoring those who have
served our country, this year ASUS was proud to participate
in the Flag For Every Hero Event at the Riverside National
Cemetery’s Medal Of Honor Memorial. Honoring the fallen, the
community works together to place an American Flag on each
of the over 200,000 graves in remembrance of their service.
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ASUS SERVES THOSE WHO SERVE
National Veterans Awareness Organization (NVAO)
The National Veterans Awareness Organization is dedicated to honoring all veterans
and withhold the value that “Freedom is Not Free”, by educating others to provide
public awareness of veterans, and veteran related issues.

History Is Not
Forgotten
ASUS joined the National Veterans Awareness
Organization (NVAO) on their cross country
ride, to recognize our Veterans this Memorial
Day. ASUS’ own Zig Resiak, Eglin AFB Utility
Manager and Navy Veteran, joined the ride in
Michigan City, Indiana, for the third year. Titled
NVAR, the ten-day ride across America, begins
in Sacramento, CA and ends in Washington,
DC. Throughout this cross country ride, the
participants visit veterans’ hospitals and
homes, spending time with veterans and
displaying gratitude for their service.
Along with visiting veterans, the National
Veterans Awareness Organization (NVAO)
also visits schools to speak on the importance
of pride, patriotism, and the significance of
veterans in our society. After ten days across the
country, the ride ends with the NVAO visiting
the Vietnam Memorial, Arlington Cemetery,
where they paid tribute to one of the NVAO’s
sons, and a wreath laying ceremony at the
Tomb of the Unknown Soldier.

ASUS SERVES THOSE WHO SERVE
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WARRIORS ON THE WATER MILITARY APPRECIATION BASS TOURNAMENT
Warriors On The Water is a non-profit
organization committed to giving
back to the military community.
The ASUS team at Old North Utility
Services Inc. participated in this
year’s Warriors on the Water WOW Military Appreciation Bass
Tournament! This event located
in North Carolina, on Jordan Lake,
Involved 150 Air Force, Marine,

and Navy Soldiers Each soldier was
paired with a volunteer professional
boater, to have the opportunity to
learn more about bass fishing.

EARTH DAY: FAMILY FUN DAY
ASUS partners with local MWR agencies at
each of our Subsidiary locations for multiple
events throughout the year. Pictured below,
ASUS employees at Eglin AFB, FL pick up
trash for Earth Day and Base Beautification.

GIVING THE GIFT OF WARMTH
ASUS at Fort Bragg, NC helped initiate an
event that partnered with the local VFW with
donations from nearby restaurants and stores
by giving a warm breakfast as well as sleeping
bags, tents, socks, water, and toiletries to
homeless veterans and those in need. There was
a mental health specialist and a representative
from the Fayetteville Vet Center on-site as well.
Over 100 veterans were assisted in this event.
The event was such an overwhelming success
that it inspired ASUS to make it a company wide
event for the October/November time-frame.
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ASUS INC. SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
The ASUS, Inc. Scholarship Program was established to assist dependents of
US military members or honorably discharged US veterans at ASUS-served
locations. Up to six awards of $2,500 are available to students each year,
and awards are renewable for up to three additional years. The program is
for undergraduate study only, and full eligibility details are outlined below.
The program is administered by Scholarship Management Services, a division
of Scholarship America. Awards are granted without regard to race, color,
creed, religion, sexual orientation, gender, disability, or national origin.

SCHOLARSHIP
ELIGIBILITY
REQUIREMENTS
AND AWARD
DETAILS

Applicants must be (1) dependent children
of active, full-time military members who
work 32 hours or more per week and
have at least one year of service by the
application deadline date, or honorably
discharged US military veterans at ASUSserved locations; and (2) high school
seniors who have been accepted into a
full-time undergraduate course of study
in environmental engineering, biology,
chemistry, medical sciences, mathematical
sciences, business management or
acquisition and contract management
at an accredited two- or four-year

college or a vocational-technical school.
Awards may be renewed for up to three
additional years or until a bachelor’s
degree is earned, whichever occurs first.
Renewal is contingent upon satisfactory
academic performance in a full-time
course of study, continued military
employment of the student’s parent, and
continuation of the program by ASUS, Inc.

2018 SCHOLARSHIP AWARD RECIPIENTS
ASUS is proud to announce the six recipients of the 2018 Scholarship Awards. It is our pleasure to congratulate each of you
for your hard-work. ASUS is honored to assist each of you in furthering your education.

SCHOLARSHIP AWARDEES

- Jada Mcleod, graduate of Cape Fear High School, NC.
- Julian Ordaz, graduate of Coronado High School, TX.
- Thomas Pena, graduate of Pebble Hills High School, TX.

- Lauren Reho, graduate of Niceville High School, FL.
- Joshua Silva, graduate of Denbigh High School, VA.
- Jasmine Waring, graduate of Ridge View High School, SC.

In the Flow
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2018 SERVING THOSE WHO SERVE AWARD
On behalf of ASUS, we are very pleased to announce that the
winner of the 2018 Serving Those Who Serve Award is William
“Teddy” Jernigan at the ASUS-Fort Bragg location. This recognition
is the top ASUS award for non-managerial, non-exempt employees
and recognizes the person making the greatest impact on the
soldiers and their families and surrounding communities.
Teddy has done an outstanding job in serving the Fort Bragg
installation and community. He has been recognized for superior
service by our military customer on multiple occasions through
our customer survey program. Teddy was also specifically called
out by the military housing leadership for his efforts on a major
construction project in the Normandy area. A written letter of
appreciation was received which stated that Teddy, and his fellow
inspector working the water and wastewater line replacements, were “true professionals who went
above and beyond expectations.” Teddy also gives back to his community as a volunteer EMT (EMT
Certified), and a volunteer firefighter.
Another particularly notable contribution, Teddy is taking personal time to help with wounded warriors,
specifically William ‘Willie’ Sturat. Teddy has spent countless hours to assist Willie and make his life
better. Through his selfless actions, Teddy has made a huge impact on the life of this soldier as well as
others through the Wounded Warriors program.
Teddy gives true meaning to our mission of Serving Those Who Serve®.

2018 BEST FOR VETS AWARD
ASUS has been recognized as a top 100 Best for Vets
employer in 2018 by Military Times. To qualify for the
rankings, employers completed detailed surveys evaluating
their culture, policies for military-connected employees
and resources they devote to hiring veterans. According
to results, ASUS withholds 17% of veteran employees, and
50% of the recruiting budget for veterans.
ASUS is dedicated to our mission, Serving Those Who
Serve, and ensuring our veterans have the opportunity to
successfully transition into the workforce.

Mr. James ‘Jim’ Cotton, III - Senior Vice President and Procurement Officer, ASUS

904 Princess Anne St., Ste. 204, Fredericksburg, VA 22401-5801 | 540.710.9203 | jim.cotton@asusinc.com
Jim Cotton is the Senior Vice President and Procurement Officer of American States Utility Services, Inc. and its whollyowned subsidiaries. He is responsible for all aspects of development, management, and control of the Company’s strategic
non-regulated growth initiatives and projects.

Mr. Gabriel ‘Gabe’ Willis - Vice President of Strategic Business Development, ASUS

Dr. Rebecca Hooper - Manager of Subcontracts, ASUS

2941 Logistics St., Bldg N-6307, Fort Bragg, NC 28310 | 910.495.1311 | rebecca.hooper@asusinc.com

Mr. Greg Booker - Utility Director Terrapin Utility Services, Inc.

R69 Pennsylvania Ave., Andrews AFB, MD 20762 | 301.735.4101 | gbooker@asusinc.com

1690 SW Stone Village Ln., Bldg 100, Ste 121, Kennesaw, GA 30152 | 770.528.3881 | gabe.willis@asusinc.com

Mr. Grover ‘Cleve’ Branton, IV - Assistant Utility Manager, Old Dominion Utility Services, Inc.

Gabe Willis is the Vice President of Strategic Business Development of American States Utility Services, Inc. and its
subsidiaries. He is responsible for all aspects of new business development, capital growth, new award transitions, and the
management and optimization of existing contracts.

Mr. Timothy ‘Adam’ Loughman - Utility Manager, Old North Utility Services, Inc.

2023 Harrison Road, Fort Eustis, VA 23604 | 757.888.0485 | grover.branton@asusinc.com

2941 Logistiscs St., Bldg N-6307, Fort Bragg, NC 28310 | 910.495.1311 | adam.loughman@asusinc.com

Mr. Granville ‘Rusty’ Hodges, Jr. - Vice President of Operations, ASUS

Mr. Gil Mesa - Utility Manager, Fort Bliss Water Services Company

Rusty Hodges is the Vice President of Operations of American States Utility Services, Inc. and its subsidiaries. He is
responsible for the operations of the Company and works collaboratively across all business units to define and implement
clear and consistent processes and management methods to meet all contractual obligations and commitments of the
organization.

516A Pleasonton, Fort Bliss, TX 79906-3801 | 915.564.1332 | gilbert.mesa@asusinc.com

Ms. Susan Miller- Director Of Mid-Atlantic Region Operations

Mr. Zbigniew ‘Zig’ Resiak - Utility Manager, Emerald Coast Utility Services, Inc.

630 E Foothill Blvd., San Dimas, CA 91773 | 909.305.2400 | rusty@asusinc.com

2023 Harrison Road, Fort Eustis, VA 23604 | 757.888.0485 | susan.miller@asusinc.com

Mr. Brannon Richards - Director of Capital Construction, ASUS

903 Armistead St., Fort Bragg, NC 28307 | 910.495.1311 | brannon.richards@asusinc.com

Mr. Josh Hemus - Division Controller, ASUS

630 E Foothill Blvd., San Dimas, CA 91773 |909.305.2400 |josh.hemus@asusinc.com

Contact Us:
904 Princess Anne St.
Suite 204
Fredericksburg, VA 22401
540.710.9203
contactus@asusinc.com
www.asusinc.com

Mr. Franklin Jones- Assistant Utility Manager, Palmetto State Utility Services, Inc.
F1000 Ivy Rd., Fort Jackson, SC 29207 | 803.790.7288 | franklin.jones@asusinc.com

608 Range Road, Eglin AFB, FL 32542 | 850.389.8773 | zbigniew.resiak@asusinc.com

Ms.Jo Anna Brown- Utility Manager, Fort Riley Utility Services, Inc.

8152 1st Division Road, Fort Riley, KS | 785.366.6779 | joanna.brown@asusinc.com

